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Our New Rule
For our rule we went to Bethany,
Up a steep and winding track,
To meet a little donkey
With Jesus on his back.
And he said to us, that donkey,
With Jesus on his back,
Coming down from Bethany
On a narrow, winding track:
With all your heart and all your soul,
With even tread and sure,
To carry His love, is your New Rule,
To His beloved poor.
Then he passed us by, that donkey,
Trotting down the track
To Jerusalem from Bethany
With Jesus on his back.
By Pat Cunneen
Whitfords Conference,WA

Spiritual Community
Here, now, can we do better
than forbearance, discretion, politeness,
tact, and the other necessities of civilised life?
Sometimes: pervasive enthusiasm at a shared spectacle,
common acclamation of a deep theme,
the moving times, when inter-subjectivity prevails
and the old defences are let down,
and God’s life comes among us.
The children of God will bring in the exiles, the cripples,
the bewildered, those whose circumstances forbid
a full life, and make them part
of the social fabric, steeped in God.
And we ourselves, like those departed before,
must face the blemishes we carry
from deeds done, see them squarely,
and spiritually bid them farewell.
Thus shall we strengthen the fabric
and be ready for where our adventure with God
may lead us.
By Reg Naulty

I n t h is iss u e
The Society is a lay Catholic
organisation that aspires to live the
Gospel message by serving Christ in
the poor with love, respect, justice,
hope and joy, and by working to shape
a more just and compassionate society.
This logo represents the hand of Christ
that blesses the cup, the hand of love
that offers the cup, and the hand of
suffering that receives the cup.
The Record is published four times a
year by the St Vincent de Paul Society
National Council of Australia.
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frontlines | anthony thornton

Air-conditioning the Society
B y A nthony T hornton

Our National Office is
being turned inside-out
at the moment. For those
of you who haven’t been
here we are in a small
two-storey building
next door to Lifeline in
Deakin, ACT.
It’s an excellent spot, very close to
parliament house and not far from
most of the other national secretariats
in Canberra. Some even like to
call this area “Lobby Valley”. We’re
literally topsy-turvy at the moment
though because we are having an
air-conditioning system installed
in the building. There was airconditioning of sorts here when we
moved in back in 2005 but it usually
gets consistent criticism from nearly
all who meet here as being either
impossibly hot or impossibly cold.
So we’ve taken the bold step of
replacing the old bits and pieces
that were scattered throughout the
roof cavity. At the moment we are
all camped downstairs in makeshift
offices of sorts.
So you can understand why I have
this on my mind at the moment.
And it has gotten me thinking.
We have done this in the National
Office in an effort to make sure that
everyone who works here or meets
here is reasonably comfortable. We
want to make visitors feel welcome
and it is not always easy to cater
for people with such diverse
expectations and experiences of
climate. It’s not the first time we’ve
had Northern Territorians and
tropical Queenslanders shivering
under blankets in our boardroom
alongside Victorians and Tasmanians
who are literally feeling the heat.
There might be some in the
community who think that it is an
4
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unwarranted extravagance to try to
create an atmosphere in which
people can work comfortably.
Others will say that it is a minimum
requirement in any modern place of
meeting and work.
What about the Society as a whole
in Australia? Does it need “airconditioning”? Do we need to do
something radical to make sure that
people are comfortable in the Society
across Australia? What do we do
to make people of diverse cultures
and backgrounds feel welcome
and comfortable? Are we, in many
Conferences, mono-, rather than

multi- cultural? What about diversity
of age groups? How are we going
with making sure that we have not
developed a culture that is so old that
it has hardened, not just failing to
welcome but actually excluding huge
cohorts of the Australian community?
How are we going with welcoming
members of the First Peoples into
the life of the Society? Or recently
arrived asylum seekers? Or people
with disabilities? Or people who are
considered by some of us to be
just plain “different”? People from all
sorts of religious backgrounds, for
example? Or people in all different
kinds of relationships?

“What do we do to make
people of diverse cultures
and backgrounds feel
welcome and comfortable?”
When Blessed Frederic and his early
companions formed the Society there
was not a great deal of diversity in the
first group of Vincentians. But if you
look across the globe today there is
incredible diversity. But the question
remains: do we need to invest in
some “air-conditioning” that really
works for the Society in Australia? Do
we need to do something radical to

really open our doors and our hearts
so that we make ourselves a place of
genuine welcome for people of all
ages, classes, cultures, sub-cultures
and cohorts to join us in our sacred
mission of building a more just and
compassionate Australia?

let’s reflect on the fine words from the
First Letter of St John (4:7-8)

And for those who think that this
call for change is unhealthy, let us
not forget that it was only a relatively
short time ago that the Society made
the radical move of allowing women
to be members!
For anyone who feels that by “airconditioning” the Society we might be
“watering down” what we stand for,

“... let us love one another, because
love is from God; everyone who loves is
born of God and knows God. Whoever
does not love does not know God, for
God is love.”
For what it’s worth I can’t help
thinking that an injection of fresh
air into any organisation has got to
be something that gives it a boost in
fulfilling its mission. ♦
Anthony Thornton is the President of the
St Vincent de Paul Society National Council
of Australia.

st vincent de paul society australia
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N ews in brie f
No joy for
Newstart
recipients in
the Budget
In its response to the 2013-2014
Federal Budget the St Vincent de
Paul Society National Council was
sharply critical of the failure to
increase the Newstart allowance by a
minimum of $50 a week.
Chief Executive, Dr John Falzon, said
the Budget had failed to recognise
that at just $35 a day, the paltry
level of Newstart has become a
path to despair instead of a path to
employment.

take money away from people living
in poverty.
“The Opposition’s plans to cut the
Income Support Bonus, stripping $210
a year from individual job seekers
and $350 a year from eligible couples
is nothing short of shameful. This is
on top of a refusal to lift Family Tax
Benefit A to at least partially make
up for the loss of the Baby Bonus for
low-income families.”
Dr Falzon said the refusal by both
sides to lift payments was like
“condemning people for not being
able to walk up stairs while refusing
to build a ramp”.

“The Opposition’s plans to reintroduce Work for the Dole is another
example of poor policy. This was
roundly criticised by the OECD as
being a short-term program with no
focus on skilling people or preparing
them for sustainable employment.”
National President, Anthony Thornton
called on political leaders from both
sides of parliament to abandon the
politics of punishment and to embrace
a politics of hope.
“Charities shouldn’t be seen as the
de facto providers of social security,”
added Mr Thornton. “That is the
responsibility of government.” ♦

“We do not accept the falsehood
that people in poverty have only
themselves to blame or that you can
help a person find work by making
life harder,” Dr Falzon said.
A day prior to the Budget the
Government announced decisions
to increase the amount Newstart
recipients can earn to $100, up from
$62, before their payment is affected;
to extend of the Pensioner Education
Supplement to eligible single parents
in 2014; and to allow single parents
whose youngest child turns eight
in 2014 to keep their Pensioner
Concession Card for 12 weeks
after they shifted from the higher
parenting payment to Newstart.
The Society and other community
sector groups were quick to point
out that these changes worth $300
million fell far short of the $700
million in cuts to the parenting
payment announced in last
year’s Budget.
After having criticised the
Government’s failure to increase
Newstart, Dr Falzon greeted the
Opposition’s Budget Reply with
complete dismay, noting the
Opposition’s plans to not only refuse
an increase to Newstart but even to
6
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The artwork commissioned by the National Council for its new Chapel.

New Chapel for
the National
Council office
When members of the St Vincent
de Paul Society National Council
of Australia next meet in Canberra
in July 2013 they will be able to
pray together in a newly designated
Chapel located on the ground
floor of the National Council

office building at Deakin West.
National President of the Society,
Anthony Thornton, organised for
two artworks to be commissioned
for the new Chapel, one artwork
depicts the Madonna and Child
and the other Saint Vincent. The
Society in NSW also kindly helped
to complete the look and feel of
the new Chapel with men’s shed
participants from Mary Mackillop
Outreach service restoring two
personal kneelers. ♦

Bicentenary Mass
in Tamworth

Vincentians share morning tea after a Mass to mark the 200th
anniversary of Bl Frederic Ozanam’s birth.

The Parish Priest, Fr Ross O’Brien
and Monsignor Wilkes of St Nicholas
Parish concelebrated Mass for around
60 members and Parishioners. The
theme of the Mass centered on the
message of the Readings i.e. “loving
and helping others and deepening our
own spirituality

Ozanam in starting the Society and
the need for St Vincent de Paul
Society members to be aware that
attending to the growth of their
own spirituality was foundational to
effectively work in the spirit of Saint
Vincent de Paul and Blessed Frederic.

Fr O’Brien gave an inspiring Homily
about the life and work of Frederic

A representative from each of the
Tamworth Conferences participated

Photo: Jim Lupton

On April 23rd the 200th anniversary
of the birth of Frederic Ozanam, the
combined St Vincent de Paul Society
Conferences in Tamworth viz.
St Nicholas, St Edwards, St Louise,
St Peters, St Patrick’s and the two
Centres of Charity marked the occasion
with a combined celebratory Mass at
St Patrick’s Church, West Tamworth.

In February this year members
of the St Vincent de Paul Society
National Council of Australia were
deeply saddened to learn of the
violent circumstances surrounding
the death in the Philippines of
young Vincentian, Dexter Condes.
Media outlets in the Philippines
reported that Mr Condes, 26, an
Indigenous land rights campaigner
was gunned down in public
shortly after meeting with the
Daughters of Charity nuns at the
Holy Rosary Parish Ati Mission in
Boracay, Aklan. The Chairman on
the Vincentian Family Coordinating
Council (VFCC) in the Philippines,
Fr Francisco M Vargas, CM wrote
the following letter to the wider
Vincentian community following the

Before the last blessing
members recommitted
themselves in the service
of the Society and then prayed the
Canonization Prayer for Blessed
Frederic.
After Mass St Patrick’s Conference
members provided morning tea for all
present and, as to be expected, this
was a very enjoyable get-together. ♦

Article supplied by Tamworth St Vincent de Paul
Conference member Jim Lupton.

PHOTO: the Philippine Inquirer

Tragic end for
young Vincentian
in the Philippines

in the ministries within
the Liturgy of the Mass
e.g. Readings and Prayers
of Intercessions. Two
volunteers from the
Retail Centres took up
the gifts at offertory. The
St Patrick’s Choir sang
parts of the Mass as other
appropriate hymns.

Dexter Condes

incident and a warning to readers of
The Record, the letter may distress some
readers.
As members of the Vincentian Family,
Condes’ fight to get the land they need
to settle down is one of the projects of the
local Church of the Diocese of Kalibo,
for which the Daughters of Charity had
been working for the past 15 years. This
project of the Daughters of Charity has
been owned and supported by different
branches of the Vincentian Family,
particularly in Wester Visayas, and from
the whole country. What happened last

Friday is not only a setback for Atis
but also a setback in the history of
the country and of the Church of the
Philippines.
I therefore enjoin the whole
Vincentian Family in condemning in
the strongest possible terms this act of
cowardice and in praying that justice
be served against the perpetrators of
this crime. I also request to have this
letter published in your international
newsletter as a statement of our
solidarity with the poor, notably the
underprivileged indigenous people.
To the Atis Community in Boracay
whom Condes courageously and
unselfishly served as well as to his
family, rest assured that Dexter
Condes’ death was not in vain as we
shall relentlessly pursue the work he
left behind in the name of charity
and justice.
Sincerely Yours in St Vincent de Paul,
Fr Francisco M Vargas, CM. ♦

st vincent de paul society australia
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profile

New leader for the Society
in South Australia
Name:
Brian Spencer

Position in the Society:
State President SA

Day job:
Previously a Human Resources
Management Consultant – however
have closed my business and retired
from paid work.

Hometown:
Adelaide

How did you first become
involved with the Society?
In my early twenties my brother and
I were asked by the local Conference
President to join the Plympton
Conference where I participated for
over a year. A fond memory of mine
from this time was sharing Turkish
coffee during a home visit with a
family who had just migrated to
Australia. I then moved to volunteering
with the “night shelter for homeless
men” in Whitmore Square which is
now known as the Vincentian Centre.

What do your family and
friends think of your
involvement with the St
Vincent de Paul Society?
My wife is very supportive of my work
with the Society, so much so that she
accompanies me on home visits. My
children also support the work we do
as do my friends who have supported
me by either participating in fund
raising or contributing their skills and
time to the work of the Society.

Can you describe the
attributes of those leaders
whom you admire most?
Having looked at many leadership
models as an HR Consultant, I must say
8
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Brian Spencer is the new State President of the St Vincent de Paul Society of South Australia.

that Christ set the best example as a
leader - humility as exemplified in his
washing of the disciples’ feet, support
and patience with his disciples,
particularly Peter and the way he
spent time in clearly explaining his
values and expectations of us and
overall his love for those he leads.

of people with a particular
emphasis on engaging better
with young people.

What do you think the
year will hold for the St
Vincent de Paul Society in
South Australia? And/or in
general?

A particular challenge for the Society
is to get back to its roots and learn
from how a group of young Uni
students got together and started this
great movement i.e. rediscovering our
youth and vitality.

The Society in SA has undergone
significant reforms in the last few
years under the leadership of Dominic
Lagana. We now need to build on
these reforms and ensure that we
continue to develop a sustainable
future for the Society and offer a wide
range of opportunities for involvement
in our work to a broader cross section

How do you spend your
spare time?

Can you name any
challenges or quirks
unique to charities, the
Society or South Australia?

I enjoy time with my family and love
our get togethers, particularly when
our two grandchildren are involved. I
am also a passionate supporter of Port
Adelaide in the AFL, a keen gardener
and a social golfer. ♦

mental health | eli z abeth cromb

Compeer continues to
help friendships blossom
B y E li z abeth C romb

In 2013 the Compeer Program
in Victoria is celebrating the 10th
anniversary of establishment. Compeer
Victoria is not the longest serving
program of the Compeer Programs in
Australia. That distinct honour rests with
NSW. However the significance lies in
the commitment of dedicated volunteers
and with all the people in the Society
who have had the vision to bring this
program to Australia and to support its
establishment in the locations it serves.
In 2003 the State Council of Victoria
signed its first licence agreement.
Ten years on we are celebrating the
dedication and work of all those
who helped to get the signature on
that first licence agreement and to
recruit and train the first volunteers,
to develop the relationships with the
mental health services who now laud
the program for providing such a
valuable, close, intimate connection
to another individual for their clients
who live with the challenges of
mental illness on a daily basis. We are
also celebrating the efforts of all the
volunteers who have been involved in
the program over the intervening years.

Photo: St Vincent de Paul Society SA

In an issue of the Record
in 2012 I introduced you
to Compeer Victoria, a
program that engages
volunteers in friendship
with a companion who
has a mental illness, the
name being a composite
of companion and peer.
The program originates
from New York State, USA
and was established there
in 1976. The St Vincent de
Paul Society has been the
champion of this program
in Australia since it bought
the first licence in 1995.

“We’d all be better off with a
little Compeer magic”
– quote from a Compeer
companion in January 2013

Each time Compeer staff establish
a connection between a trained
volunteer and a referred client with a
mental illness we call the relationship
a match. Once the licence was
signed, work started in earnest in
2004 to recruit the volunteers who
make this program work. Since that
time there have been 118 matches.
The matched volunteer and
companion get together each week
and have a coffee, take a walk, go to
the movies, teach each other knitting,
craft or fishing or any other activity
they both enjoy. The importance of
the match is not in the activity but
in the developing connection, the
interest shown by an individual in

the wellbeing of another person,
the reduction of isolation and the
increase in self-confidence and
self-worth. It is the personalised
engagement of two adults who meet
because they want to; the fact that
one is not a paid worker assigned to
the other means a lot to the person
who may have lived for years with
the isolation of engaging only with
service providers; of being on the
edge of the community rather than
being truly involved.
As Compeer heads into the next 10
years those of us involved in the
daily support of the relationships
feel privileged that we continue to
witness the blossoming of these
friendships. Well done, St Vincent de
Paul Society and those who had the
early vision to see the possibilities of
this Program in Victoria. ♦
Elizabeth Cromb is the Compeer Manager for
the St Vincent de Paul Society, Victoria.

st vincent de paul society australia
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homelessness | D r J ohn F al z on

Another World:
where no one is left out in the cold
B y D r J ohn F al z on

The key to ending
homelessness lies in society
as a whole. Homelessness
in a prosperous country
is nothing short of
scandalous.
There will always be some in the
community who think that the people
who are homeless are the ones who
must change; that they must be
subjected to some form of “tough
love”. But when we look at ourselves
as a nation and we see not only how
far we have come but how many we
have left behind, it is clear that it is we
who must change.
We must change by making sure that
the woman who, with her children, is
escaping domestic violence, is housed
instead of being forced to sleep in a
car, for housing should be a human
right for all and not a matter of luck
for some. We must change by tearing
down the walls that lock people out
or literally lock them up, and instead
build bridges not only to secure and
affordable housing but to education,
employment, hope.
The French poet, Paul Eluard,
famously said: There is another

We must change as a nation
by calling both sides of
politics to unite in making
a reality out of the White
Paper target to halve all
homelessness by 2020 and to
offer a place to call home for
all who are sleeping rough.
world but it is in this one. This other
world is one in which no one is left
out in the cold. But that demands
a revolution in the way we look at
things. By blaming people for their
10
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own homelessness we create more
homelessness. I am haunted by the
man who spoke to us at a CEO
Sleepout in Canberra a couple of
years ago. He began to experience
homelessness when he was 13 and
had been in and out of institutions
since then. When someone thanks

God for public toilets because they’re
nice and warm to sleep in even
though they’re smelly, you know we
have a problem. He was made to feel
that it was his problem. As long as we,
as a nation, refuse to admit that it is
our problem, we will continue to have
the problem. People experiencing

The economic and social costs, let
alone the personal costs, of leaving
the homelessness crisis as it is, are
enormous. Some might remember
Malcolm Gladwell’s story in The
New Yorker about Million Dollar
Murray, a man who had experienced
chronic homelessness, with all the
concomitant health problems. When
he died it was estimated that the costs
to the state of maintaining Murray in
his condition of homelessness came
out at US$1 million. Providing him
with secure housing would have
provided a base from which other
problems could have been addressed.
Secure, appropriate housing also
happens to be good for your health!
The largest homeless group in
Australia are people living in severely
overcrowded dwellings accounting for
39 per cent of the homeless. As Philip
Mangano, former executive director
of the US Interagency Council on
Homelessness, reminded us: “You
do not manage a social wrong. You
should be ending it.”
The men, women and children
who are plunged into the world
of homelessness know well that
the solution lies in the heart of the
problem. It is known like a hidden
message that lies beneath the surface
of our society. If it could be summed
up in one word, I suggest that this
word would be dignity. It is what
we can learn from the people who
courageously face another night
living beyond the zones of comfort
and safety.
homelessness are denied the right
to appropriate housing. But there is
also the insecurity, the vulnerability
to illness, to violence, to prosecution,
the feeling of disconnectedness, the
feeling of being seen right through
as if you are not there. You don’t
create a smart and confident Australia

by taking to people with the stick
or keeping them below the poverty
line. Our task is to have the humility
to listen to the people who can teach
us what it is that needs to change in
society. This is where we begin to
see the solution; only in the guts of
the problem.

In many ways there can be no higher
priority for a nation that prides itself
on being progressive. ♦
Dr John Falzon is Chief Executive Officer of
the St Vincent de Paul Society National Council
of Australia. He is the author of The language
of the unheard. This article was first published
on the online news website, Crikey on April
19, 2013.
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asylum seekers | J ana F avero

A shameful policy–asylum
seekers prevented from working
B y J ana F avero

In November 2012 the
Federal Government
announced a significant
shift in policy that will,
and is, having a very real
effect on asylum seekers
and the community sector.
The then Minister for Immigration and
Citizenship Chris Bowen announced
that asylum seekers who arrived by
boat after 13 August, 2012 and are
released into the community on a
bridging visa will be prohibited any
type of meaningful engagement – no
right to work and very limited
opportunities for volunteer work.
From May 2013, this now includes
families who are released into the
community.
Working with over 1,200 asylum
seekers living in the community,
the Asylum Seeker Resource Centre
(ASRC) knows firsthand the very real
impact the inability to work has on
the lives of people and their ability to
survive. Our research and experience
has demonstrated that when asylum
seekers are denied the right to
self-sufficiency, and are prevented
from undertaking training or skills
development, their potential for future
employment is severely diminished.
Asylum seekers do not want to live off
welfare payments; they want to work
so that they are able to support their
families, contribute to their community
and give themselves the best chance
to start a new life here in Australia.
This is why the ASRC decided to
launch the ‘Right to Work campaign’
in March this year to lobby the Prime
Minister and Minister for Immigration
to grant the right to work to all asylum
seekers, regardless of their mode of
arrival or date of arrival. So far, over
90 agencies (including the St Vincent
de Paul Society) and 2,800 individuals
have signed on supporting the Right
12
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It is widely accepted that positive employment is a determinant of health and wellbeing.

to Work campaign. However, our
politicians continue to remain silent
on the issue and the policy has
not changed.

Asylum seekers should have the
right to work as:
• The right to work is enshrined
in international law.
• Work is an antidote to poverty
and despair.
• The right to work enables
asylum seekers to contribute to
the Australian economy, society
and way of life.
• Asylum seekers are not
economic migrants.

While the Government initially
suggested that the denial of work
rights was an application of the ‘no
advantage’ principle advocated in the
Houston Report, it was later revealed
that the Report bore no mention of a
restriction of work rights for asylum
seekers living in the community. Rather,
the policy seemed directly linked to
the Government’s belief that many of
those seeking asylum were “economic
migrants” rather than refugees.
It is important to note that recent
figures from the Department of
Immigration & Citizenship (DIAC) show
that over 90 per cent of asylum seekers
who arrive by boat are found to be
refugees and are granted a protection
visa, giving them permanent residency
in Australia. Clearly, the vast majority

The effect of this devastating
policy is already being felt
by asylum seekers and seen
by the community sector
nationally.

Photo: The St Vincent de Paul Society in NT

week for families) through the Asylum
Seeker Assistance Scheme, which places
them well below the poverty line of
$324 per week. There is no guarantee as
to how long this small level of support
will be provided and they will not be
able to access a health care card, public
housing or utility concessions. After
paying rent, they will be left $6 a day to
live on.

are not economic migrants and have
been found to meet the requirements
for protection under the Refugee
Convention. Based on boat arrival
numbers in 2012 and community
release figures so far for 2013, it is
estimated that 10,000 asylum seekers
will be released into the community
this year without the right to work
forcing them into a life of poverty,

despair and limbo. A situation we
have witnessed over the past months
as people have been released.
Asylum seekers who are released
into the community on bridging visas
without the right to work will be given
the equivalent of 89 per cent of the
new start allowance (approximately
$217 per week for singles and $399 a

As a consequence of having no work
rights, thousands of asylum seekers
will find themselves in a difficult and
debilitating financial position where
they cannot support themselves or
their families adequately. The effect
of this devastating policy is already
being felt by asylum seekers and seen
by the community sector nationally.
The Salvation Army in Brunswick,
Victoria is turning away 60 asylum
seekers per day due to limited resources
and overwhelming demand for their
emergency relief services.
Removing the right to work is bad
policy - from a legal, economic and
moral point of view. Australia was one
of the first signatories of the Refugee
Convention and we should proudly
uphold our obligations (including the
right to work) instead of continually
breaching them. The destitution we are
forcing upon thousands of people who
have exerted their legal right by seeking
protection in Australia is something we
should be ashamed of and is worthy of
a national apology. ♦
For more information on the ASRC’s
Right to Work campaign please visit
www.righttowork.com.au
Jana Favero is the Director of the Community Pillar
at the Asylum Seeker Resource Centre (ASRC).
As part of this role, Jana is managing the Right to
Work campaign.
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encounter

photo: the Immersion Program

Encounter Philippines

Participants and supporters of the Encounter program run by the St Vincent de Paul Society, including John O’Brien, Joanne, Adam Burmas and Bec Bromhead
photographed with friends in the Philippines.

The St Vincent de Paul
Society National Councils
in Australia and the
Philippines are working
together to offer Encounter
Philippines position this
summer.
Encounter programs grew out of the
Society’s World Youth Day programs
in 2008 and provide the opportunity
for Australian Society members and
volunteers to travel to a twinned
country and experience their culture
and how the Society operates in
that country.
Since they started, the Society has
offered Encounter programs to
and with India, Thailand and the
Philippines and was also part of
Encounter South Africa with other
members of the Vincentian family.
14
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The objectives of our Encounter
programs are:
1. To deepen the relationship
between Australian Vincentians
and our Brothers and Sisters in our
twinned countries;
2. To build new connections and
relationships between Australian
Vincentians of different generations
and backgrounds;
3. To deepen our Vincentian
understanding of poverty;
4. To provide the opportunity for
strengthening the understanding of
cultural awareness and
5. To provide an opportunity for an
extension of the relationships built
between Australia and her twins
during World Youth Day 2008
and other Vincentian gatherings
such as the Pan Asian Congress/
Conference (PANASCO).

We are currently organising the
dates and itinerary for the program,
but it is likely to be a 10 day
program in January 2014. We will
take up to eight Vincentians ideally
from across Australia and from
different generations and roles
within the Society. The program is
largely self-funded, with participants
expected to cover the cost of
their flights, medical expenses,
documentation and insurance. The
cost of in-country accommodation
and transport will be subsidised.
A Vincentian leader will support
the program and thorough
preparation and debriefing will also
be provided. ♦
If you are interested in finding out more
about the program, please send an
expression of interest or query to the
program coordinator, Bec Bromhead at
encounter@svdp.org.au

Assist a Student
Supporter newsletter – 2013
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Dear readers,
It is 15 years since we started the Assist a Student Program to give
young people from Asia and the Pacific a grant to enable them
to begin or to continue their education. We did this in the hope
that Australian people would join us and donate accordingly.
We have a large database of people who donate annually and
this is continuing to grow. Each year donors receive the name
of a child on a certificate to remind them that their donation
with many others has reached the recipients. Our program is
unique because your annual grant may go to a different child
every year. Our overseas people supply us with a new list of
students each school year and we rely on them to choose those
who in any one year need our grant. When we examine these
lists a large number of the names are the same and we have
until
been reassured by our people overseas that a child will receive a grant
annual amount of $70
locally the student expenses can be met. Amazingly over the 15 years the
the Pacific this amount
that we have been asking for has not changed. For the people in Asia and
. It allows the parents to
makes the difference between being educated or not. It is a grant that assists
are functioning in most of
contribute what they can, as well as, the St Vincent de Paul Society who
these countries.
co-ordinator in each State
The program has grown so much that we now have an Assist a Student
time freely to promote and
and Territory of Australia. These people are all volunteers and give their
Vincent de Paul Society
manage the program. There is a cost in running this program, but the St
students annually we
picks up the small administration costs. While we are assisting over 4,000
travel overseas and
know there are many more students who need our help. Many of our people
s or in their homes. This is
have the privilege of meeting the students we are assisting at their school
well.
always done with our local overseas co-ordinators who are volunteers as
s that have come on board
Over recent years we have been very impressed with the number of school
ates that say simply “Thanks
with their annual contribution. Schools have, in their classrooms, certific
t not as well off as they
for helping us” and I am sure the certificate reminds them of a young studen
t de Paul Society Offices to
are. Our Assist a Student co-ordinators will be working with our St Vincen
promote our program. Have you a school near you we could visit?
and I finish my Term of
Enjoy the read ahead. I have been with this program since the beginning
up to date with what is
Office in June this year. I look forward to future Newsletters to keep me
in education.
happening. From little things big things grow and $70 can keep a child
God bless,
Br Doug Walsh

A message from
the students

2012 Students Sponsored by State

2012 Students Sponsored by Country

State

Number of Students
Sponsored

country

Number of Students

CG

57

INDIA

900

NSW

955

INDONESIA

516

NT

240

PHILIPINES

1474

QLD

1049

PNG

352

SA

308

FIJI

674

WA

352

VANUATU

100

TAS

237

CAMBODIA

100

VIC

918

Total

4,116

Total

4,116

Focus on
Myanmar
Dr Raymond Wong, the St Vincent de Paul Society’s National President in Myanmar,
visited the State Council of Victoria in March 2013, regarding the Assist A Student
program, Dr Raymond advised that around 500 requests are received for assistance
annually. All Catholic schools in Myanmar were nationalised in 1962. Government
schools are theoretically free, but students still have to pay for school books, uniforms
and supplies.

The Capital
Naypyidaw is the capital city of the Republic of the
Union of Myanmar. It is the third-largest city in the
country.
Bordering Countries
Myanmar is bordered by China on the northeast,
Thailand on the southeast, Laos on the east, Bangladesh
on the west, India on the northwest, Bay of Bengal on
the southwest, and by the Andaman Sea on the south.
Ethnic Groups
Myanmar has a population of about fifty-six million.
There are 135 distinct ethnic groups in the country.
The major groups are Daic, Hmong-Mien, Bamar, Kayin,
Rakhine, and Austroasiatic peoples.
Official Language
Burmese is the official language of Myanmar it is
related to Tibetan and to the Chinese languages.
English is used as the second language. The other major
languages spoken include Shan, Mon, Rakhine, Karen,
and Kachin.

The country is the second-largest producer
of opium, in the world. Textiles, wood
products, construction materials, gems,
metals, oil and natural gas are the other
major sectors of the economy of Myanmar.
The country has rich reserves of precious
stones such as sapphires, pearls and jade.
Myanmar produces 99 per cent of the
world's rubies.
Education
Mean years of schooling
(of adults over 25)

4.0

Adult literacy rate (both sexes,
per cent aged 15 and above)

92 %

Combined gross enrolment
education (both sexes) (per cent)

56.5 %

Public expenditure on education
(per cent of GDP)

0.6 %

Net primary
completion rate

54 %

Expected years of schooling
(of children under 7)

9.2 years

Sources: www.mapsofworld.com/myanmar/facts.html
www.ausaid.gov.au/countries/eastasia/myanmar/Pages/
statistics-myanmar.aspx

Religion
Buddhism is the most widely practiced religion in the
country with 89 per cent of the population following
it. The other major religions include Hinduism,
Christianity, and Islam and Bahai faith. There are also a
number of Jews in the country.
The Economy
Myanmar is one of the poorest nations in South East
Asia with a long history of poverty, unemployment,
stagnation, and isolation. Agriculture is an important
sector with rice being the major agricultural product.

Myanmar

Assist a Student
An education scholarship program
aimed at breaking the cycle of poverty.

PaKIstan
MyanMar
banGladesh
IndIa

thaIland
PhIlIPPInes
KIrIbatI
PaPua new GuInea

srI lanKa
IndonesIa

east tIMor
vanuatu
fIjI

Where we assist…
Assist a Student is a program
program of
of the
the
St Vincent de Paul Society in
in Australia.
Australia.

Donations from Australia
Australians
used
to provide
areare
used
to provide
education
scholarships
for students
across
education funds
for students
across partner
partner
countries
in
Asia
and
the
Pacific.
countries in Asia and the Pacific.
Throughout
partner
countries,
local
St Vincent
de Society
Paul Society
Throughout partner
countries,
local
St Vincent
de Paul
members
members
select
students
from
families
in
need
to
be
supported
select students from families in need to be supported by the
program.
by
the
program.
They funds
receive
scholarship
formoney
one year
and
They
receive
education
for aone
year and the
donated
the
money
donated
contributes
to
their
education
needs.
contributes to their education needs.
The
programincludes
includes
students
at levels
all levels
– from
primary,
The program
students
at all
– from
primary,
secondary
secondary
and post-secondary.
Scholarships
allocated
across
and post-secondary.
Education funds
are allocatedare
across
the countries
the
countries
to
ensure
fair
distribution.
One
of
the
program’s
to ensure fair distribution. One of the program’s strongest and most
strongest
and most
attractive
featurescosts,
is that
administration
attractive features
is that
administration
funded
by the Society,
costs,
funded
by the Society,
are kept at an absolute minimum.
are kept
at an absolute
minimum.
No administration
administrationcost
cost
is deducted
donation.
100%
is deducted
fromfrom
youryour
donation.
100% goes
goes
towards
the students’
education
needs (including
towards
the students’
education
needs (including
course fees,course
uniforms,
fees,
booksuniforms,
etc) for onebooks
year. etc) for one year.

100%

Only $70 per
and 100%
of your
donation
of student
your donation
goes
to the
goes to the students’ education needs for one year.

students’ education needs for one year.

It Itis is
a common
belief
thatthat
education
improves
a younga person’s
a common
belief
education
improves
young person’s
opportunity
of gaining
useful
employment,
thereby
increasing
their
opportunity
of gaining
useful
employment,
thereby
increasing
ability
support
and their families
in the
future.in
It is
theirtoability
to themselves
support themselves
and their
families
thea
means
empowering
an individual
to break
out of the cycle
of poverty.
future.
It is a means
empowering
an individual
to break
out of

the cycle of poverty.

One of the most positive ways of helping families in need throughout
Asia
to become
self sufficient
is through
Oneand
of the
thePacific
most positive
ways
of helping
familieseducation.
in need
The
Assist a Student
program
gives you
opportunity
to support
throughout
Asia and
the Pacific
to the
become
self sufficient
is the
education
students inThe
AsiaAssist
and the
Pacific. The
students
supported
throughofeducation.
a Student
program
gives
you the
byopportunity
this programtomay
not bethe
ableeducation
to attend school
withoutinthese
support
of students
Asia and
education
funds.
the Pacific.
The students supported by this program may not be

able to attend school without the scholarship.

In choosing to donate money to the Assist a Student program, you are
taking
the opportunity
to provide
funds
to overseas
students
In choosing
to donate
money education
to the Assist
a Student
program,
inyou
needare
of support
throughout
their education.
taking the
opportunity
to provide education

to overseas
students in need of supported
Asscholarships
well as this you
will receive:
throughout their education.

• A supporter certificate with the student name, country and course of
As
well
this$70
youdonation.
will receive:
study
foraseach

supporter certificate
with
the student
name,acountry
and
••AAComplimentary
copy of the
Record
with an Assist
Student insert
course
of annually.
study for each $70 donation.
will
be sent

• A complimentary copy of the Record with an Assist a Student
insert will be sent annually.

NB: To protect the privacy and dignity of the student, and in accordance with The
NB:ofTothe
protect
the privacy
and
dignityphotographs
of the student,
in accordance
with
Rule
St Vincent
de Paul
Society,
andand
addresses
of the students
The
of the St Vincent de Paul Society, photographs and addresses of the
are
notRule
provided.
students are not provided.

Yes, I want to assist a student today!



I am an individual assisting a student; OR
I am assisting a student on behalf of a group

NAme (group or individual):
CONTACT NAme (for group):
TelePhONe:

I would like to donate:
 $70
 $140
 $210

OR  $

Payment method:
 My cheque is enclosed, payable to
‘St Vincent de Paul Society’ OR
 Debit my credit card (details below)

St Vincent
ADDReSS:

de Paul Society
NSW State Office
SuBuRB:
Tel: (02) 9560 8666 POSTCODe:
STATe:

NAme ON CARD:

emAIl:

SIgNATuRe:

 mastercard  Visa

Card expiry:

/

Please post coupon to: st vincent de Paul society national Council office, Po box 243, deakin west, aCt 2600

overseas development | C elina L ai

Assisting students in East Timor
B y C elina L ai

In October 2012, I travelled
to East Timor with Marist
Brother and National
Co-ordinator for the Assist
A Student program,
Br Doug Walsh and
St Vincent de Paul Society
Northern Territory Chief
Executive, Betti Knott.
Our destination was Baucau, the
second largest city in East Timor,
located 122km east of the capital,
Dili. Another Marist Brother, Br Tony,
came to pick us up. The trip took
about three hours, overlooking some
wonderful coastal areas. I was very
excited to make this second trip to
Timor with the St Vincent de Paul
Society, my first was in July 2011, and
I was particularly looking forward to
the opportunity see where the Society
could make a difference in the lives of
the Timorese. Our aim was to see how
the Assist A Student (AAS) funds raised
by the Society in the Northern Territory
in 2011, could be used to provide the
greatest assistance to school students in
the Baucau region.
We met with Sr Herminia, a religious
sister working for the Bishop of
Baucau. One of her roles was to
co-ordinate teachers and Catholic
schools in the Baucau area. Through
Sr Herminia’s suggestion, we visited
two primary schools located south
of Baucau: Lavateri School in Laga,
located 10km from Baucau and Baguia
School in Baguia, located 38km from
Baucau. These schools had a high
number of students from very poor
families in the area. Because the roads
are so poorly maintained, the drive
between the two schools took over
two hours.
We were fortunate to see the children
at school at Lavateri. We sat in on a
Grade 5 English class and were treated
to a welcoming song that they had
20
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Sr Herminia, Celina Lai, Betti Nott and Br Doug Walsh in an East Timorese classroom.

The school fees are minimal
in comparison to Australia
– 50 cents a month; however
this is an enormous sum,
when you earn little or
nothing a week.
been practising. In Timor, schooling
is compulsory to Grade 9. Due to the
number of students, the lack of space
and shortage of teachers, classes are
staggered. For example, Grades 1, 3, 5,
7, 9 attend in the morning and Grades
2, 4, 6, 8 in the afternoon. Between
Baguia and Lavateri schools there are
approximately 600 students and seven
classrooms. School goes from Monday
to Saturday, and most children walk
to school. Timor has many mountain

ranges, and the children walk up and
down hills to get to school.
There are so many families living in
poverty. The school fees are minimal
in comparison to Australia – 50 cents
a month; however this is an enormous
sum, when you earn little or nothing
a week. Add onto that, books and
uniform, many families cannot afford
to send their children to school. While
the Government schools provide free
education, the quality of teaching is
poor and many times the schools have
no teachers, so families try to send
their children to a Catholic school,
where the education is better. The
Diocese of Baucau, with the aid of
Australian Catholic University, has
established a teachers college. In recent
years, the college has produced many
local teachers. The college receives

Photos: St Vincent de Paul Society NT

Children attending Lavateri school in East Timor.

many hundreds of applications from
students wishing to study teaching,
but can only accept about 80 students.
There is progress happening in Timor,
slow, but definitely happening.
Through the NT donations for AAS
last year, we were able to provide $35

to each student attending Lavateri and
Baguia primary schools, which helped
pay for their annual school fees, books
and part of their uniform. The funds
are being managed through Br Tony
and Sr Herminia, to ensure that they are
distributed fairly across the students.

Education is highly valued, and it is a
wonderful contribution to the future
of Timor, that members of the Society
in the Northern Territory can make
through this unique program. ♦
Celina Lai is a member of the St Vincent de Paul
Society in the Northern Territory.

The RelaTionship beTween FaiTh and CulTuRe
Jesuit Adrian Lyons attends to the reality of the world in which we live and brings Christian
insights to bear – insights challenging for both the world and the church. A collection
of essays written in the last years of Adrian’s life as part of the conversation between
contemporary Christians and all those open to such discussion. Christians, he says, need to
love the world as passionately as the Gospel urges them to. Enriching and engaging.

ThE FirsT ThinG TO DO is LivE 160 pp. rrp $24.95 plus $7.00 p&p (incl GsT)
Available from your religious bookstore or direct from the publisher.
David Lovell Publishing PO Box 44 Kew East viC 3102 tel 03 9859 0000
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disability care | C hristina R yan

The NDIS and what it means
for people with disabilities
B y C hristina R yan

After years of
campaigning the National
Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) is to
become reality. Now called
Disability Care the NDIS
was further cemented with
the announcement of an
increase in the Medicare
Levy and other long term
funding measures in the
2013 Federal Budget.
For many people with disabilities this
is just the beginning of a long road
out of the darkness. While the scheme
will cover about 10 per cent of the
Australian disability population it is
the most disadvantaged and isolated
group of people who will finally
have better access to vital supports,
equipment and services. Those who
are dependent on others, live in
supported accommodation, or need
assistance to communicate.
This is not just a momentous time in
history for people with disabilities
who have struggled to get by on
barely enough. Just as importantly the
NDIS has been heralded by both sides
of politics, and urged on by the wider
community who made it clear to both
Government and Opposition that they
were prepared to pay the increased
levy and wanted it brought before
parliament as soon as possible.
Advocacy for Inclusion works
alongside the most disadvantaged and
isolated people with disabilities. Most
of our consumers will become NDIS
recipients, but what does this mean
for them? Well, nobody knows.
The 10 per cent of people with
disabilities who will have access to
support under the NDIS have had to
learn to get by with barely enough.
An Institute of Health and Welfare
20091 report showed that less than
22
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An Institute of Health and
Welfare 2009[1] report
showed that less than half
of all people with significant
disabilities were able to get
even half of the supports that
they needed.
half of all people with significant
disabilities were able to get even half
of the supports that they needed. This
represents a substantial cohort
of the likely recipients of the NDIS
and illustrates how desperately the
scheme is needed.

So, for many who will be eligible for
support they have never experienced
a life where they have had enough
support, and have therefore never
been active participants in the
community. They have never been
able to think past the basics like “will
I get out of the house this week?” let
alone “what do I want out of life?”
Suddenly this might change, but what
do they need, and what sort of life
might they want?
It is easy to identify basics like a
new wheelchair, or seven showers a
week, or being able to attend work
consistently, but what about a person’s
broader quality of life? What will it

It doesn’t matter how long it
takes or what the ideas are,
each person with disability
must shape their own way
forward. Of course they
will then need assistance to
achieve their goals, but first
it’s down to them to say what
the goals are.
goals, but first it’s down to them to say
what the goals are. This is the concept
of “control and choice” which is central
to the structure of the NDIS and it is
very different to the way disability
supports have been offered in Australia
until now.
It will be a challenging time for
everyone around people with
disabilities including families, carers,
service providers, and advocates as
we learn how to step back and give
people time to think. It will be both
challenging and exciting to see people
work out their goals, help to build them
into reality and then watch as they take
their place in the community alongside
everyone else. Often for the first time.

look like and how will people know
what they need to make it happen?
The NDIS has recruited planning staff
and other supports to enable people
with disabilities to consider what their
lives should look like. For many it
will be the first time ever that they
have been asked how they want
to live, what they want to do, and
what their interests are. It is exciting
to think of so many isolated and
disadvantaged people becoming part
of the community.
Naturally for most people with
disabilities it will take time to consider
what their options are and to make

decisions about them, so it will be
necessary for everyone to step back
and allow time and thinking room.
Even for very articulate people with
disabilities the sudden ability to access
supports is confusing and many will
need support in order to fully realise
the potential of the NDIS.
It will be very easy for other people,
however well meaning, to do a lot of
the thinking and planning for people
with disabilities, but this must be
resisted. It doesn’t matter how long
it takes or what the ideas are, each
person with disability must shape their
own way forward. Of course they will
then need assistance to achieve their

Fortunately there are supports for
everyone else too so that this can be
achieved. For example, Advocacy for
Inclusion offers training in supporting
people with disabilities to speak for
themselves, - to self-advocate, and to
understand their goals and decisions
and articulate them - and we also offer
training in understanding the human
rights of people with disabilities.
The NDIS represents major change
for everyone involved in the disability
community and this is just the
beginning. ♦
Christina Ryan is a person with a disability. She
is also the General Manager of Advocacy for
Inclusion.
1
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare. (2009).
Disability in Australia: multiple disabilities and
need for assistance. Disability series. Cat. no. DIS
55. Canberra: AIHW.
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The Society’s role in supporting
early childhood development
B y R ik S utherland

Every parent wants to give
the best start to their child.
Across many of the
St Vincent de Paul Society’s
activities, we witness the
joy parents feel when their
children receive toys, when
fridges are filled with
healthy food, and when
families’ power bills are
paid so that they can stay
warm.
But some parents might need a little
extra help, particularly to support
young children or those with special
needs. This may be all the more true
if the parents themselves are young,
single, or living with their own
physical or mental illness.
This article will touch on the evidence
and practice of early childhood
development programs in Australia, so
that we can start thinking about what
sorts of services we might be able to
tell parents about when we visit them
in their homes, or see them in our
centres around Australia.

What kinds of programs
work?
There are several forms that early
child development programs may take.
For example, home visits by nurses,
para-professionals or volunteers;
parent education and training
programs; childcare and pre-school
programs; broad based family support;
and community interventions.1
The Australian Institute of Family
Studies (AIFS) has conducted a
comprehensive literature review
of the efficacy of early childhood
intervention programs around the
world.2 That review found that the
best programs were those that were
well designed and implemented,
24
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with higher levels of contact between
parents/children and the program –
preferably every day for at least one
year. Better programs tended to be
centre-based instead of home visit
based, and be child-focussed, working
with preschool age children.3

Empirically tested
programs in Australia
There have been few empirical tests
done on the efficacy of specific early
childhood development programs
in Australia.
The Triple-P program is a worldwide
childhood development movement,
which runs in many states in Australia.
The program focusses on educating

parents, through seminars and
workshops. The AIFS report cited
above found that, in general, the
program seems to be effective in
decreasing child behaviour problems
and improving parental adjustment,
particularly when parents and
children participated more intensively.
However, it is worth noting that
these findings have been recently
questioned.4
The Home Instruction Program for
Preschool Youngsters (HIPPY)5 also
runs across a wide range of locations
across Australia. It aims to improve
children’s educational attainment
and self-esteem in the first years of
school, by providing parents and
children with educational lessons

For example, the Parents as Teachers
program is a three-year program
where parents of infants get monthly
home visits from fully trained “parent
educators”, who teach parenting skills.
Educators are either employed directly
by the government to run the service,
or are running the program through
a charity (eg Uniting Care Burnside,
Centacare, Mary McKillop).7
Many other programs are run on a
state-by-state basis, including home
visits by nurses, ParentLink, programs
focussing on behaviour management,
or on particular childhood
developmental problems, playgroups,
Indigenous child and family support
groups, and relationship counselling
for new parents.

Conclusion
Many parents helped by the Society
may be in need of parenting support,
to assist their young children’s
development. Of the many programs
available in Australia in this area, few
have been empirically tested, although
it seems that centre-based and
intensive child development programs
are likely to be the most effective.
predominantly focussing on literacy,
via visits in the home by tutors. In a
review of a small HIPPY program in
Melbourne, it seemed that children’s
performance at school had improved,
including their literacy development
and orientation towards learning. The
children also had higher self-esteem.6

Better programs tended to
be centre-based instead of
home visit based, and be
child-focussed, working with
preschool age children.

The Brighter Futures program in NSW
builds resilience in disadvantaged
families with children at risk of
abuse and neglect. The program
offers families intensive support
through core services including case
management, childcare, parenting
programs and home visits. In 2010,
an evaluation found that the program
modestly improved family functioning
the majority of participant families,

although there was also a substantial
proportion of families who did not
benefit from the program.

Other programs
There are many other early childhood
development programs operating
in a similar fashion to those above,
but which have not been empirically
tested.

For everyone in the Society who
has contact with parents of young
children, finding out about local early
childhood development programs
is a way to extend and deepen the
good work we are doing in our
communities. ♦
Rik Sutherland is the Research Officer at the
St Vincent de Paul Society National Council of
Australia.
1

www.sprc.unsw.edu.au/media/File/
Report_QCOSS_ReviewPaper.pdf, pages 1-2.

2

www.aifs.gov.au/institute/pubs/resreport14/
foreword.pdf

3

www.aifs.gov.au/institute/pubs/resreport14/
foreword.pdf

4

www.biomedcentral.com/1741-7015/10/130

5

www.hippyaustralia.org.au/home.html.

6

www.bsl.org.au/pdfs/
Early_days_much_promise.pdf, page v.

7

www.iec.mq.edu.au/research/cfrc/
parents_as_teachers/development_within_australia/
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Putting social justice on the agenda
B y L ukas R ajnoch

When the founder of
the St Vincent de Paul
Society, Frederic Ozanam,
first formed a group of
like-minded people to
help those experiencing
disadvantage and address
the social injustice that
surrounded them in 19th
century France, social
justice was embedded as a
core Vincentian value.
To this day, Vincentians around the
world are tasked with speaking out
where there is injustice, advocating on
issues affecting the most marginalised
people in our communities and
looking at solutions to address the
root causes of disadvantage.
So it was with great spirit and
enthusiasm that over 100 Vincentians
from across NSW gathered in Sydney
on Saturday, March 2 to discuss social
issues facing communities across
the state as well as think of possible
actions to be taken by members in
2013. Vincentians of all ages travelled
from as far as Wilcannia Forbes,
Lismore, Armidale and Wagga Wagga
to represent their local communities
and voice their opinions.
The event sparked great discussion
with matters attracting most attention
being affordable housing, cost of
living pressures, rising energy costs
and the plight of refugees and asylum
seekers. Participants also expressed
a desire that our Society’s work in
the area of social justice focus on
the aspects of early intervention and
prevention.
Other important social issues
discussed included homelessness, the
need for more mental health workers,
breaking the cycle of indigenous
disadvantage and improving prison
rehabilitation and resettlement.
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Participants in a workshop at the social justice forum held in Sydney earlier this year.

Participants also expressed a
desire that our Society’s work
in the area of social justice
focus on the aspects of early
intervention and prevention.
St Vincent de Paul Society NSW CEO,
Michael Perusco said that discussions in
the smaller breakout groups focused on
how the St Vincent de Paul Society can
more effectively coordinate and
connect local social justice efforts with
wider diocesan, state and national
advocacy efforts.
“The day really highlighted what
we already knew, that members are
passionate about the work they are
doing at the grass roots level and
want to be a part of a louder, more

coordinated voice that speaks out on
the social injustice they see every day,”
Mr Perusco said.
Vincentians listened to guest speakers
which included St Vincent de Paul
Society National President, Anthony
Thornton, St Vincent de Paul Society
National CEO, Dr John Falzon,
Department of Families, Housing,
Community Services and Indigenous
Affairs NSW State Manager James
Christian, and St Vincent de Paul
Society Victoria Research and Policy
Manager, Gavin Dufty.
St Vincent de Paul Society NSW State
President, Ray Reynolds said that
whilst the day was a very important
step, work would now be undertaken
to ensure that the initiative didn’t just
stop at talk.

that people face in regional country
areas. A number of people travelled
up from Victoria to share in the
experience, which was wonderful
to see.
The event’s guest speaker, Ed Fernon,
who competed at the London
Olympics, is an ambassador for the
Black Dog Institute, an educational,
research and clinical facility offering
specialist expertise in mood disorders.

Photo: St Vincent de Paul Society NSW

Ed said his mother suffered with
depression for 10 years. “The biggest
thing I want to get across is that
it’s not like you can see the impact
depression has on someone,” he said.

“It’s important to put all of the great
ideas raised at the forum into action.
The next step is that our Social
Justice Committee will now consider
the range of issues and ideas raised
and, working in partnership with the
members across the state, will put
these ideas into action.

The first Social Justice in the Pub
event for 2013 was held in Albury on
Wednesday, May 22. The event was the
first in a series of social justice events
to be held around NSW with the aim
of raising awareness and speaking up
about injustices in the community.

“Importantly, these types of forums
also go a great way to supporting the
Society’s new strategic plan, which,
in part, calls on us to raise our voice
and advocate more strongly on social
justice issues,” Mr Reynolds said.

“Social Justice in the Pub is all about
creating a space for our members
and local community members to
come together to discuss, speak up
about and take action on social justice
issues that resonate in their .local
communities,” Mr Reynolds said.

The Social Justice Committee
is responding to our members’
calls and getting on with putting
suggested initiatives, such as the
Social Justice in the Pub series, into
action.

The Albury social justice event
attracted over 80 people from the
Albury Wodonga region, who came
together at Soden’s Hotel to discuss the
topic of depression and to reflect on
the particular mental health challenges

“It’s not like a broken bone, where
you can physically see someone in a
situation. Depression is much more
internal and you might not know
someone has the illness, but that
person is doing it tough”.
A number of people in the audience
shared stories about their personal
encounters with depression and
passionately expressed their views,
speaking up about the need for
improved access to mental health
facilities and support services in their
local community.
Ed Fernon also spoke about his
1000-kilometre journey by horseback,
which he embarked on last year
to raise $60,000 for the Black Dog
Institute. This adventure involved
retracing the footsteps of the
racehorse Archer, who in 1861 was
led from southern NSW to Melbourne
where he went on to become the
inaugural Melbourne Cup winner.
The St Vincent de Paul Society will
be hosting its next Social Justice in
the Pub event in Albury on 25
September and will be kicking off
similar events in regions around NSW
over coming months. ♦
Lukas Rajnoch is the Social Justice Coordinator
for the St Vincent de Paul Society NSW.
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The faith-based charitable mission
of Charles O’Neill in NSW (1881-91)
B y D r S tephen U tick

traditional Catholic
doctrine of mercy
applied to charity and
had inculcated a simple
incarnational spirituality
with respect to the
poor through devotion
to both St Vincent de
Paul and St Francis
of Assisi. O’Neill also
sought to promote a
less obtrusive form
of outdoor relief
in contrast to the
prevailing judgemental
climate in philanthropy.

The establishment of the
St Vincent de Paul Society
throughout Australia
during the 19th century
was characterised by
different foundational
trajectories in each
colony beginning with
the establishment of
first, albeit short-lived,
Melbourne Conference by
an English-born priest,
the Reverend Gerald Ward
(1806-53) in 1854.
These trajectories lasted until the
consolidation of the Society under
a Superior Council of Australasia in
Sydney with Louis Heydon (18481918) as first President in 1895.
Between these two foundational
milestones, was the faith-based
charitable mission of Charles O’Neill
(1828-1900) undertaken during 188191 that, with the support of Society
of Mary (Marist Fathers), successfully
established the Society in NSW
beginning with St Patrick’s Church
Hill Conference on 24 July 1881. This
mission of the Irish-Scot O’Neill, then
one of the foremost civic engineers
in the Australian colonies and a New
Zealand colonial parliamentarian
during 1866-75, is of historical
significance for two reasons.
Firstly, this mission formalised the
first major lay Catholic outdoor relief
welfare program in NSW in an era
before government welfare relief.
Given the support and endorsement
of Archbishops Roger Bede Vaughan
OSB and (subsequently Cardinal)
Patrick Francis Moran, it quickly
became the largest that existed in the
Australian colonies prior to Federation.
Secondly, O’Neill’s charitable mission,
providing as it did a Catholic
alternative to the then flourishing
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Captain Charles Engineer of Charity
by Dr Stephen Utick was published in 2008.

evangelical slum missions, was
guided by principles external to those
then dominating Australian colonial
philanthropy. Much of this externality
came through the guidance of the
Society’s President-General Adolphe
Baudon (1819-88) who ensured that
O’Neill’s mission was guided by the
Rule of the Society, founded in Paris
in May 1833. This ‘French connection’
was reinforced by the support of
the Marists who like the charismatic
influence behind the Society, (now
Blessed) Frédéric Ozanam, had
associations with the city of Lyon.
O’Neill himself, having led the Society
in the Western Districts of Scotland
during 1859-63, was already well
schooled in the Society’s practices.
He was deeply influenced by the

The mission was
initiated by Baudon
through a written
invitation to O’Neill
of 4 September
1877, following the
latter’s successful
application for a
conference he presided
over in Wellington
to be aggregated.
Baudon’s letter to
O’Neill recognised the
disappearance of the
Melbourne Conference and conveyed
concerns about the activities of
freemasonry.
An ongoing problem was matching
the ‘bottom up’ establishment of
conferences with the ‘top down’
Society administration in Paris, a
situation then exacerbated by the
colonial tyranny of distance. The
solution to this situation was for
O’Neill to re-locate himself to the
Australian colonies; this he completed
after a series of Trans-Tasman voyages
including to Sydney and Melbourne
between January 1880 and May 1881.
However, despite favourable responses
from and personal audiences with
Vaughan and Archbishop James
Goold in Melbourne, O’Neill was
initially unable to galvanise sufficient
interest among local laity to reestablish the Society.

Catholic acceptance of the Society
in the colonial context was but one
challenge facing the O’Neill mission.
Despite Baudon’s concerns about
freemasonry, the latter’s charitable
activities were primarily focused on
benefits for the immediate families
of active freemasons. More serious
was the sectarian ill-will directed at
the growing Irish-Catholic minority in
NSW, where O’Neill’s mission finally
gained a foothold in July 1881. This
was an accumulated legacy of the
royal assassination attempt by Henry
O’Farrell in 1869, Dr John Dunmore
Lang’s attacks on ‘popery’ and Henry
Parkes’s campaigns against further
Irish immigration.
There was a yet more subtle challenge;
this being establishing the Society’s
public charity credentials within
the broader framework of colonial
philanthropy then operating in the
Australian colonies, something that
O’Neill may not have fully appreciated
at the outset. This framework
included eschewal of the Poor Laws
of Britain and discouragement of
paupery, and was subject to the
growing influence of Christian faithbased charity missions based on an
evangelical Protestant ethos. Within
this framework, both the benevolent
societies supported by colonial
administrations and those charities
more directly associated with the
Protestant denominations emphasised
the distinction between the ‘deserving’
and ‘undeserving’ poor in the practice
of charity. Further, intrusion had
become the cold face of colonial
public philanthropy particularly in
matters of religious conviction. Yet
the O’Neill mission succeeded in
the face of such challenges with
the successful establishment of the
Society in NSW during 1881-84,
followed by consolidation with 20
active conferences served by over 300
members, undertaking almost 11,000
visits to poor annually by 1891, the
year of O’Neill’s resignation from
Society leadership.

Three factors lay behind the final
acceptance by the Church in NSW of
O’Neill’s mission. The first was the
support of the Marists and the second,
the support of the Catholic hierarchy.
The third was O’Neill’s recruitment
of a base of volunteers from among
the male Catholic laity in Sydney,
permanently committed to home
visitation in pairs, fund raising,
local parish leadership and
administrative support.

One significant development
came on 12 May 1885, as
Pope Leo XIII proclaimed
St Vincent de Paul as the
patron of all associations
of charity throughout the
Catholic world.
As noted, O’Neill’s approaches to the
hierarchy also proved fruitful. Within
three days of a preliminary meeting of
the St Patrick’s Conference held on 24
July 1881, Vaughan had given written
approval to O’Neill to the Society’s
establishment. O’Neill immediately
gained an additional conference
from the parish of St Francis de
Sales, Haymarket formed by young
volunteers on the same day as the one
at St Patrick’s Church Hill; here the
influence and support of Vaughan’s
Vicar-General Dean John Sheridan osb
was evident. Sheridan became spiritual
advisor to the Particular Council of
Sydney, formed in January 1884 to
coordinate the Society’s activities in the
city, and held this position until 1890.
By the time Moran arrived in Sydney
in September 1884, the establishment
of the Society in NSW was firmly
in place. By that year and under
O’Neill’s leadership, the Society
had 65 members and 10 honorary
members within its four conferences
in addition to the presiding Particular
Council of Sydney. Within a few
months, Moran demonstrated his
own support by presiding over a

meeting of the Council in November,
followed by a Society general assembly
in December 1884. He demonstrated
enthusiastic support for the Society
with its overwhelmingly Irish Catholic
membership, and made some personally
symbolic gestures, including donating
the proceeds of his printed lecture The
Civilization of Ireland before the AngloNorman Invasion in 1885. The Society
clearly benefited from the Moran era, as
did the many other Catholic societies,
guilds, associations, confraternities and
devotions that provided the laity with
many new channels of participation in
the Church.
One significant development came
on 12 May 1885, as Pope Leo XIII
proclaimed St Vincent de Paul as the
patron of all associations of charity
throughout the Catholic world. This was
a tremendous boost for the Society that
bore that saint’s name, in promoting
itself to Catholic laity. This was followed
by a Pastoral Letter of the Plenary
Council of the Catholic Church in
Australia issued on 28 November 1885,
signed by Moran, one archbishop and
15 bishops, that referred to the Society’s
work ‘for the succour of the bodily
and spiritually destitute’. The Pastoral
Letter exhorted parish priests to support
Catholic associations such as the Society,
as part of their pastoral ministry.
Importantly, members of the Society
gained a distinct identity within the
Catholic Church. The spiritual benefits
Society members received included
indulgences granted for attending
masses, receiving Holy Communion
and attendance at general meetings.
This proved invaluable to O’Neill as
he sought to promote and expand
the Society among the Catholic laity
mainly in the parishes of the Sydney
metropolitan area.
During this period O’Neill served as
President of St Patrick’s Church Hill
Conference and from 1884, President
of the Particular Council of Sydney,
continued on page 30
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continued from page 29

seeking supplies of blankets for the
unemployed. O’Neill was chosen as
a member of a Government advisory
committee disbursing charity during
the 1888 NSW Centenary celebrations.

assuming an onerous burden of
administration while settling in a cheap
lodging house at 200 Cumberland
Street, The Rocks. He remained a
bachelor, set up an engineering practice
in Sydney and was supported in his
charitable work by unmarried siblings,
his sister Maria Gordon (1840-83) and
older brother John James (1826-1901).
Despite Baudon’s concerns about
freemasonry, the actual sectarian
challenge for the mission had emerged
as a result of several decades of
anti-Irish Catholic reaction in NSW.
The problem was a short-lived but
immediate one; O’Neill’s mission
coincided with a heightened campaign
for Home Rule for Ireland in that
colony peaking in 1883-84, a cause
that O’Neill, as a prominent member
of the Irish National League of NSW,
supported passionately himself. The
issue was not that it would act as an
impediment to Society foundation;
rather that given the overwhelming Irish
background of its membership, such
circumstances might skew the focus
and direction of this mission.
Any such difficulties were averted
with promotion of the slogan: ‘The
title of the poor to our commiseration
is their poverty itself; we are not to
inquire about what party or sect they
belong’. Such information, derived
from Paris, appeared in the Society’s
earliest reports and conveyed its
position as being above political or
sectarian consideration. Baudon’s
material also emphasised the Society
as an international confederation of
benevolence, affirmed through a visit
by General Council member, the
French lawyer Dr Ernest Michel, in
January 1884.
As growth of the Society continued,
anti-Irish and anti-Catholic sectarian
feeling might not have dissipated
entirely, but by 1885 the public
mood was shifting. Reporting on
the establishment of the Society on
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Dr Stephen Utick

Sydney’s North Shore, the North Shore
Times and Manly Press, commented:
‘About the religion of the projectors,
none but sour fanatics have any
need to say anything. Their work is a
work of humanity, and that’s all good
men care about.’ Three years later,
the Governor Lord Carrington also
became a regular donor, despite his
being a leading freemason.
The principle that ‘poverty alone’ was
the ‘entitlement to commiseration’
implied that deservingness was not
the primary consideration in the
Society providing assistance. Yet over
the decade of the mission, acceptance
by the Catholic faithful and the
wider public continued to grow as
evidenced by increasing receipts from
donations and fund-raising activities.
Between1881-91, O’Neill presided
over £12327 worth of charitable
outdoor relief.
An important factor was O’Neill’s
working closely with the philanthropic
establishment. The Society
communicated and cooperated with
the main charitable body in the
colony, the Benevolent Society of NSW
(founded in 1813), that had its own
outdoor relief effort and managed
benevolent asylums. In August 1888,
O’Neill wrote to the Under Secretary
of the Colonial Secretary’s Department

Another factor was the flexibility
exhibited by Baudon in granting
to O’Neill discretion in responding
to local needs. In 1881, Baudon
approved the Society providing
money for rents in urgent cases; a
practice that the Society discouraged
in Europe. O’Neill implemented
innovative fund raising techniques,
and instituted new ventures such as
penny banks for slum children
in 1889.
A further factor was the manner in
which O’Neill conducted this mission,
providing a Catholic alternative to the
Protestant evangelical slum missions
of the era. The most important
such mission operating in the same
districts as the Society was the Sydney
City Mission, established in 1862.
Confronted by the destitution in the
slums, missioners provided food
vouchers, clothing, coal and cash
provided by Mission benefactors.
O’Neill’s leadership of this mission
came to end with his resignation
in December 1891; the Society in
NSW was now providing an outdoor
relief program with expenditure
approaching half that of the
Benevolent Society of NSW. With
economic depression then gripping
the colonies, the significance of what
he had achieved had only begun to
dawn. His mission also represents an
important example of transnational
influence in Australian colonial
welfare history. ♦
Stephen Utick holds a PhD in history
awarded by the Australian Catholic University
in 2013. He wrote ‘The faith-charitable mission
of Charles O’Neill (1881-91)’ for which he was
awarded (jointly) the 2012 James MacGinley
Award by the Australian Catholic Historical
Society. This article is an abridged version. His
book Captain Charles, Engineer of Charity, the
remarkable life of Charles Gordon O’Neill was
published by Allen and Unwin in 2008.
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Prayer is the light
that warms our hearts
B y K eenan K lassen

As a boy I was taught that
going to Mass was just like
saying a prayer, that’s why
we made the sign of the
Cross at the start and at
the end.
What’s interesting, however, is that
when we hold our meetings in
conferences, committees or otherwise,
we open with the sign of the Cross
and close with the sign of the Cross
as well. Not unlike a prayer, wouldn’t
you agree?
To me, prayer is the food that
nourishes the seed of our spirituality
into the strength to persevere in our
Vincentian mission, even when faced
with uncertainty. Prayer is the light
that warms our hearts enough to seek
and find His presence within ourselves
and even in the least of our brothers
and sisters. So then, what makes the
work of the Society any different from
a prayer?
As Vincentians we are called to be
‘faithful to the spirit of [our] founders’
where we are not bound by what
we did in the past or become
unresponsive to the challenges of
an ever changing world. We extend
ourselves to our brothers and sisters
offering a hand up, where our ‘hearts
beat with the heartbeat of the poor’ and
strive to learn from they who have the
most to teach us. We as Vincentians
‘endeavour to establish relationships’
and use those experiences in our lives
to grow and shape an understanding
of our own individual spirituality, and
collectively as Vincentians.
Our journey as Vincentians is itself
an experience of spiritual discovery
and growth. Yet how often do we
find ourselves so caught up that we
forget to make sense of how Christ’s
presence shapes our experiences?
Our spirituality as Vincentians is
not something that can be found or

Retreats like the one pictured enable members of the St Vincent de Paul Society to join together in prayer.

acquired. Whatever shape or form it
may take, it was always already there.
Just as Christ’s presence already lies
within us, it simply takes the courage
and strength to find Him.
The story of Bl Frederic Ozanam tells
of an inspired young man, who was
challenged in his faith and instigated a
movement that would span the world
over and grow into the 21st century. Yet
upon closer inspection, we discover
that Fred did not always possess the
same fervour of charity that his legacy
recalls. Fred did not form the Society
out of love of the poor, nor was he
always the beacon of social justice
that he is today. It was only through
his experiences, that he grew to love
the poor, just as he grew into being
an advocate for social justice. But no
matter how the story is written or
remembered, no matter how it is
told or heard, just like we as
Vincentians and the Society have
grown, so too must we always
remember that even Bl Frederic
Ozanam himself, grew into what we
today call “Vincentian Spirituality”.
Just as we continue to grow in our
Vincentian journey, we allow our
experiences to enrich and deepen our
spiritual roots and understandings.
The Rule calls us by our vocation
as Vincentians to ‘share in a deep
relationship of solidarity as brothers
and sisters’. We’re called to look
within ourselves, to firstly centre our

hearts and minds on Christ’s presence
within us and to then share, but
more importantly to acknowledge
the mystery of that gift to all others
and most especially in those whom
we serve. We are not idle, we are a
movement and we are challenged
every day to respond to the call
of Christ and the challenge of our
founders, by loving one another. In
the end it will be our journey that
defines us, and our spirituality as
Vincentians will be the experience
through which we glimpse the
presence of Christ in all of us.
If a person prays for patience, do you
think God gives them patience? Or
does He give them the opportunity
to be patient? If a person prays for
courage, do you think God gives
them courage? Or does He give them
opportunities to be courageous? If
a person prays for kindness, do you
think God zaps them with warm
fuzzy feelings? Or does He give them
opportunities to show love? I invite
you, to remember to treasure each
opportunity God has given, for it is
through our experiences that our
spirituality grows. So take the time to
experience God’s presence in every
one of our brothers and sisters,
and most especially in those whom
we serve. ♦
Keenan Klassen the State Youth Representative
for the St Vincent de Paul Society in Western
Australia.
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